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About This Game

Enter the ribbiting world of FROG X BIRD, where daring amphibian warriors take flight atop majestic birds called
Rufflebeaks in a quest to prove themselves as TOP FROG OF THE ARENA.

Grab your friends and tell those friends to grab their controllers, because it's time for a bird-battlin' spectacle that will have you
leaping out of your seat!

FEATURES

IT'S A LOCAL CROAK-UP: Nothing beats sittin’ on the couch, playin' games with your buds! Pick from a colorful
cast of well-armed amphibians (and sometimes other creatures?), and fly into battle against up to three of your friends in
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awesome local competitive gameplay. It's the ultimate party game!

TOADALLY AWESOME GAMEPLAY: In FROG X BIRD, you've only got one goal - knock your opponent off their
bird! Dive-bomb your enemies from above or try a daring frontal assault! Just make sure to check your six, or you might
be the one that gets sent flying!

FUN FOR ALL AGES: FROG X BIRD is a game anyone can play! Pick up a controller and you'll be having a blast
within minutes!

FROGTASTIC GAME MODES: There's never a dull moment when you have so many ways to take down your pals!
Each mode offers a unique spin on the core FXB game experience. It's pure bird-on-frog-on-bird combat in BATTLE
MODE; take part in a fruit-grabbing frenzy in FRUIT BLAST; fight over a leaf in LEAF AWAY; or, shoot some hoops in
the super-popular RIBBASKETBALL MODE! And with multiple sub-types for each mode, there are plenty of ways to
customize the competition to your liking!

HOPPING GOOD ARENAS: From bright and lively Bogshire, to the watery depths of Frogrotto, to the extreme
heights of Rufflebeak Roost, take on your opponents in a variety of different arenas! BE WARNED: Some of these
battlegrounds ain’t so friendly!

FULL-BLOWN VO: Always know where the action stands with shots called by the enthusiastic and faithful
Announcer, voiced by the legendary Jon St. John (Duke Nukem, Sonic Adventure 1+2, Guild Wars 2, Half Life:
Opposing Force)!

CONTENT FOR DAYS: Several expansion packs are in the works to expand the exciting world of FROG X BIRD with
new characters, arenas, and additional game modes! It's a blast right out of the box, and only bound to get better with
time!
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frog x bird

The problem with this story is that it runs like a typical game with bland plot points. While the choices seem interesting at first,
you'll come to realize that the game has a fairly set path with barely noticable diviations. I would not recommend this choose-
your-own-adventure novel over "Choice of Robots" and the like. very addicting game! Its lot of fun. Worth purchasing as a
bundle along with the main game. Awesome soundtrack.. This is an awsome game , in its day , if your looking for a single player
game for a punt on then go for this..but be warned the multiplayer aspect no longer wxists, no players or servers.( Gameplay is a
strong 8/10. suck balls...only 1 map is free...so its not free at all :(. Honestly, I didn't know what to expect going into this. Maybe
something kind of creepy? But what I got was a well thought out, immersive, nicely paced story backed by some of the best
voice acting I've seen in a while.

Pros
+All the characterizations are totally brillant, and the protagonists are all relatable in some way
+Artwork lowkey had a Roald Dahl vibe, but better.
+Puzzles were in a sweet spot between too hard and too easy
+The side characters were memorable and just as charismatic as the main cast
+Captivating plot that was both exciting and emotional

Cons
+Kinnnnnnnd of hate point and click moving but that's just me
+Glitched in some spots, sometimes to the point where I had to quit and lost progress. I'm sorry, Michal, I love your work but
this one just isn't quite doing it for me.

So something not particularly well addressed in other reviews is, exactly what IS Trench Run? In short, it's sort of a Smash Bros.
take on 2D arena combat games like... well, like Soldat. Except it's kind of pared down. You have two real game modes: free-
for-all and team play, supporting up to 4 and 8 players respectively. The twist is that nobody ever dies; although you score "kills"
for walloping the hell out of another player, it's more like a game of tag. If you're "killed" you're reduced to crawling and
hopping around at a gimped rate, and can't attack. If you can snag a random medkit, you're back in the game but the healthier
players can and will swipe these to keep them from you.

There are all of two modes available: Free-for-all deathmatch, and team play (4 and 8 players respectively). Free-for-all is
simply a series of single-screen arenas that will shuffle when one player is left standing, and the first one to 10 kills wins. Team
play features objectives like "reach the other team's end zone" and maybe other stuff I dunno.

When starting a game you can pick a class that determines what two things you can do; sniper can disguise as a bush and snipe,
demolitions can chuck missiles and set mines disguised as crates, etc. This is all well and good, but... it's where I start to realize
that the game is minimalist to a fault.

There are two bare-bones game modes. The maximum players in any game is either 4 or 8, even online. The arenas are tiny.
You have two action buttons per character. Only the winner gets coins to spend in the lobby, on things like booze, coffee,
costumes, and pets which only persist in the lobby where you can't really do anything. On top of all this the game's color palette,
which while undoubtedly an accurate recreation of an EGA palette or something, hurts my eyes. It's predominantly sickly tones
of yellow, brown, and green.

And finally, we're about two days out from the Steam launch and the servers are DEAD. As I type this there are no player-
hosted servers, and nobody at all on the US server. There was apparently a record of 31 people playing throughout the entire
day.

I admire the concept and it's briefly amusing to watch the sprites ragdoll all over the place, but I just don't think it has an ounce
of staying power as it is now. It looks like it's maybe still in active development(?), but if that's the case it really should've been
listed as Early Access.

Please just put Soldat on Steam, already.. 10\/10 would lick the people again. This game is so much fun! Love the free flight
around space, finding stuff and making stuff from what you find. Be really cool to be able to make some thrusters for your pod,
or make your own ship, or a teleportation device or capability.
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Thanks for working so hard on this game, I've played it lots and my mum has played it for hours and hours (she loves space stuff
and thinks this game is amazing!!)
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It's great.. This is not a RTS or Turn-Based combat game. It is all about base building and crew development - and has quite a
relaxing flow to it.

It is a charming game with beautiful graphics and an engaging storyline. I love the huge research tree and the care taken over
each individual crew member.. Great puzzle game, I enjoyed the minimalistic style. I couldn't stop playing until I finished it,
which took me about 2 hours, and it was a bit easier than I expected. There is no real build up of difficulty as you progress, but
new mechanics are introduced with new levels and it's incredibly fun to figure out how they work. I would have loved some
bigger, more challenging puzzles that combined all of the mechanics. You get 3 mistakes with each puzzle before it resets, so it
might be tempting to go the trial-and-error route when you get stuck, but this will ruin the game for you! Having to sit back and
analyze the puzzle until you see something new is a great part of the fun.. I've been waiting for Juanito's release for a long time
and now I can assure you that this game is really amazing! I loved everything about it. The ideas for each world, the colors and
the animation are awesome. It's really funny and you want to play it until the end without stop.
And when you can't stop dying over and over in the same level, you will feel it like a personal matter until you win it!
Besides you can win a lot of funny anti-achievements that makes you feel better.
I really enjoyed it, and congrats to everyone who made this game. You can see all the work and effort in it.. I Really wanted to
like this game as I do all shoot em up / bullet hell's but I have to say I just didn't.

The music was "meh" the action didn't grab me at all, the weapon had me feeling it was flat and the graphics to be honest kind
of look like a flash game from the likes of Miniclip.

Video Review Below:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=312247017. I'm pretty sure everyone of you that've bought this , isn't
expecting any mind blowing plots/stories or deep characters. With that being said , this game had already done everything it
could without screwing up. So just remember : Mori is cute <3

Fox Girls > Cat Girls
Change my mind.
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